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Reading
“When Giving Is All We Have,” by Alberto Ríos
Sermon
I’d like you to think for a moment about the last time you received radical generosity
from another person and the last time you offered radical generosity to someone else.
By radical generosity, I mean the kind of generosity that is offered with complete
freedom of expectation of anything in return, that is received or offered at a moment
when you or someone else was truly in need of grace.
Just take a moment to reflect on that.
One of the moments I have been thinking about these last few days as many of my
colleagues have traveled to Boston to see the Ministerial Fellowship Committee was my
own visit to the see the MFC in 2013 in the hopes of being granted preliminary
fellowship as a Unitarian Universalist minister.
This is a nerve-wracking experience. I was also 32 weeks pregnant at the time. My
spouse came along for support, but he’s kind of required to by virtue of marriage. I knew
that it would be helpful to have someone else there with me who had gone through the
process before, so I reached out to one of my friends who is a UU minister in the Boston
area. Without hesitation, she said, yes, I’ll be there.
She met us at Boston common and then accompanied us to the building where the
interview would take place. She sat in the waiting room with us and she sat there during
my entire hourlong interview. She stayed as I waited for the committee to make a
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decision. It was another moment of grace to be told that I was granted preliminary
fellowship. All in all, my friend probably spent a good three hours with me that morning.
It wasn’t until afterwards as we were headed towards the train station that I noticed she
had a few bags with her. She would be getting on a train to an overnight meeting about
an hour outside of Boston. Then it became clear to me that she had rearranged much of
her schedule that day to be there with me to offer me the support I needed to make it
through that experience.
It is this kind of generosity that I have received in my own life that I believe has helped
to generate my own open-heartedness in moments when I feel I really need to draw on
a generous spirit.
Moments like the one last November when I was preparing to leave church one night
after a long day. A young woman was sitting in the School Street vestibule alone. A very
full backpack by her side and a Bible open in her lap. This was an unusual scene for a
weekday evening at UCM. I asked her if she was waiting for someone. She said no. I
asked her why she was sitting there. She explained that she was a student at Norwich
and that the campus was closed for the Thanksgiving holiday. She was supposed to go
to a friend’s house but decided at the last minute not to. She was from Chicago but had
no plans to go there for the holiday, so now, she had nowhere to go. There was
obviously a lot more to this young woman’s story.
It occurred to me that a young woman, alone, far from home had few options for a safe
place to be on a cold, November night. “Would you like to come and spend the night at
my house?,” I asked her. “I live just up the road.” She said okay. Once she had gotten
settled in a bit at my house, she said her mother had been texting her and was very
worried. So, she called. Her mother was from Mexico and only spoke Spanish. She
explained to her mother where she was. Though her mother spoke in Spanish to her,
the frantic tone in her voice was universal. I spoke to her in broken Spanish as best I
could and told her her daughter was safe and could stay as long as she needed to. It
ended up that she only stayed one night. Her parents bought her a plane ticket back to
Chicago and she took a taxi up to Burlington the next day.
I share this story not because I’m some sort of hero. Mostly, I think I was in the right
place at the right time to be of service.
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But, these opportunities to both receive and to offer radical generosity show up in both
ordinary and unexpected ways. In both instances, receiving and giving this generosity
felt good.
We know in our bones that giving is good for us. It just feels good to give to others.
Whether it’s giving of our time, offering a gift, giving away money…giving feels good. It
nourishes our spirits.
Where does this good feeling come from?
I think that giving feels good because it reminds us of a deeper truth - that we need one
another. As we said in our opening words this morning, “all our lives we are in need, and
others are in need of us.”
Our need for one another speaks to our ultimate connection, or interrelatedness and
interdependence. We need one another because we belong to one another I know that I
can’t make it in this world except for the generosity of others.
Our generosity expresses our kinship and our mutuality. There is a kind of giving that is
simply about charity - of positioning oneself as more powerful because of the luck or
fortune of having more materially. True generosity comes from a place of mutual respect
and acknowledgment of our shared worth and dignity. True generosity recognizes that
we are all in need at one time or another.
I think that giving also feels good because of another truth it helps us recognize. In the
moment that we give and we recognize that I have something to offer that in this
moment the other person needs, in this moment, we recognize that there is indeed
enough. We recognize our own sufficiency. We recognize that what we need is here.
Many different religious traditions speak to the power of generosity in our lives and the
spiritual impacts being generous can have on us. Well, a team of social scientists set
out to try to better understand how Americans approach generosity and what the
impacts of generosity are on people’s lives. They wanted to be able to build some
empirical evidence to add to the traditional wisdom of religion and philosophy on this
subject.
Their overarching study is called the Science of Generosity Initiative and is based at the
University of Notre Dame. Two of the social scientists involved, Christian Smith and
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Hilary Davidson turned all their research and conclusions into a book entitled, The
Paradox of Generosity: Giving We Receive, Grasping We Lose. Researchers for the
initiative surveyed 2,000 individuals over a five year period, and they interviewed and
tracked the spending habits and lifestyles of 40 of those families from diverse class and
racial backgrounds.
Over and over again, the scientists document a strong correlation between generosity
and five markers of well-being: happiness, bodily health, purpose in living, avoiding
depression, and interest in personal growth. The kind of generosity that seemed to
make the biggest difference were repeated behaviors that involve recurring intention
and attention - financial giving, volunteering, generosity in relationships, and caring for
friends and neighbors. These kinds of sustained practices are what the researchers
found lead to greater well-being.
There are many outcomes that they tracked, and these are just a few examples.
Those who described themselves as “very happy” volunteer an average of 5.8 hours per
month as compared to those who describe themselves as “unhappy” who volunteer just
0.6 hours, or 36 minutes, a month. Those who give away 10% or more of their income
are more likely to report feeling of strong sense of life purpose compared to those who
do not give away 10% of their income. And, the numbers of those surveyed who report
poor or fair bodily health are lowest for those who report high generosity in their
relationships - that is being generous with one’s attention and emotions in relationship
with other people - while the numbers reporting poor or fair bodily health are highest for
those who report the lowest levels of relational generosity.
Now, while the researchers find a strong and consistent correlation between generosity
and well-being, it would be a stretch to say that being generous with your money, time,
emotions, and in your care of others will automatically make you a healthy person. But,
the evidence is there that regular practices of generosity work together with our
emotional systems and our bodies in ways that taken together can lead to a greater
sense of well-being.
One of the causal mechanisms that the authors describe that most relates to us as a
spiritual community is this one: “Generosity often creates positive, meaningful social
roles and personal self-identities for generous givers to live out, which tends to lead to
greater happiness and health.”
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I believe that one of our purposes as a spiritual community is to offer one another ways
of being generous - we create as a community opportunities for you as individuals to
serve with your time and your gifts and skills; you can help others with acts of
“neighborly generosity”; and this is also a place in which your financial generosity
serves a greater purpose. You are offered here the chance to play a meaningful role in
living out our mission and our values.
This spiritual community is a place of passionate participation. That participation and
engagement takes many forms. I think of yesterday’s march and the roles many people
played in supporting our youth from this congregation and two others, the roles people
played in getting the word out and encouraging others to participate, the role you may
have played as a “follower” demonstrating support for the young people who were
taking the lead. Many of you participate generously here in facilitating learning
opportunities for other members of the church and broader community. You lead
committees. You organize other volunteers each week for the community lunch. You
serve food. You wash dishes. You collect announcements to be sent through the enews. And, yes, you give money that pays the staff and keeps the electricity running
and the heat on day after day.
While your generosity can and does serve this church community, ultimately, this is a
place of practice. It is a place that hopefully prepares you to live generously and with an
open heart not just within these walls but in your relationships with friends, loved ones,
neighbors, and strangers beyond these walls. It is here that we can practice noticing
when our hearts start to close a bit or when we may be holding onto our resources out
of fear or anger instead of offering them as gifts to the world with trust and hope. This
kind of practice changes us.
The writer Kent Nerburn shares this reflection on giving: “Giving is a miracle that can
transform the heaviest of hearts. Two people, who moments before lived in separate
worlds of private concerns, suddenly meet each other over a simple act of sharing. The
world expands, a moment of goodness is created, and something new comes into being
where before there was nothing.
Too often we are blind to this everyday miracle. We build our lives around accumulationof money, of possessions, of status- as a way of protecting ourselves and our families
from the vagaries of the world. Without thinking, we begin to see giving as an economic
exchange- a subtracting of something from who and what we are- and we weigh it on
the scales of self-interest.
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But true giving is not an economic exchange; it is a generative act. It does not subtract
from what we have; it multiplies the effect we can have in the world.”1
It is this multiplicity of impact that makes our stewardship within this congregation both
sacred and powerful. Your financial giving is a generative act, and the impact of your
contributions is multiplied when it is gathered together with others.
If you have already made a pledge for the 2018-2019 church year, I offer you my
sincere and deep thanks. If you have not yet made your pledge, I ask you to consider
how in giving of yourself you might receive in return. How might engaging in this act of
giving cultivate your own generous heart? How can your financial support of this
community of love and justice deepen your connections to those around you? Let us
make together something greater than our differences.
So may it be.

1

http://kentnerburn.com/thoughts-on-giving/
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